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The month of May, children, could be known as the month of intercession for souls and the planet.

It is the month in which the Laws of Grace and Mercy are more intensely active on Earth, through
the devotion of the souls that consecrate themselves and re-consecrate themselves to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary.

May is not just a chronological period, but rather the period of a spiritual cycle in which the Mirrors
of the cosmos align with the Mirrors of the depths of the Earth, as well as with those that are within
the heart and essence of those who pray. In this way, a network of spiritual, divine and planetary
light manifests through the simple fact that souls expressed their devotion and love for the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, the Queen of all the Mirrors of Creation.

Through the prayers of Her children, the Mother and Celestial Governess manifests Portals of
liberation and intercession between dimensions for the most sinful and lost souls. It is in this way
that an opportunity for Grace is granted to those who repent from the heart and pray for redemption
and peace on the planet.

The Kingdoms of Nature, the elements and the life that dwells on the planet are also touched by the
deepest Graces that come from the Heart of your Celestial Mother.

In the universe, as well as on Earth, the angels and archangels remain attentive to the pleas of those
who pray in all cultures and religions, those who sincerely cry out for peace, because in spite of
their lack of understanding and ignorance, the love in the hearts of those who pray is transformed
into merits for healing, redemption and the awakening of all souls.

For this reason, pray, children, and re-consecrate your lives to God in each instant. You are in a
cycle of Graces, of Mercy and of intercession, even during the chaotic scene of the planet. Let your
souls be in the correct position for your elevation so that you may always achieve peace.

You have My blessing for this.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


